Abstract: Consider a scheduling problem of parallel computations in multiprocessor systems. Let a parallel program be modeled by a task graph, where vertices represent tasks and arcs the communications between tasks. An interprocessor communication time incurs when two tasks assigned to two di erent processors have to communicate. Such a scheduling problem has recently been studied in the literature, mostly for the case where interprocessor communication times are fully determined. In this paper, we consider the scheduling problem with communication resource constraints. More speci cally, we consider the case where all interprocessor communications take place on a network (communication medium) of bounded capacity. We consider two variants of the problem: communications with independent-data semantics or common-data semantics. We show that even for very speci c subproblems, viz. scheduling of general graphs on two processors and scheduling of binary trees on in nite number of processors, the minimization of the makespan of parallel programs in such a multiprocessor system is strongly NP-hard. We rst establish the results for the case of capacity 1, referred to as the single-bus system. We then extend the results to the more general case of xed communication capacities. As a consequence, the general scheduling problem of parallel programs with communication resource constraints is strongly NP-hard. These results are to be contrasted with the corresponding scheduling problems without constraint on the communication capacity, where the two-processor case has unknown time complexity and the in nite-processor case is polynomial. Our results are also extended to the case of broadcasting communications, and can be applied to multiprocessor systems with shared memory. 
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of data dependency we consider for two tasks in direct precedence relation. Such a distinction of data semantics was also made in 1, 23] . A more general discussion can be found in 31].
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the scheduling problem and its variants in detail. We will rst consider single-bus systems, where the communication capacity is bounded by one. In Section 3 we prove the strong NPhardness of problems when communications between tasks have independent-data semantics. In Section 4 we prove the strong NP-hardness of problems when communications between tasks have common-data semantics. In Section 5, we extend these results to the more general case where the communication capacity is a xed integer. Finally, in Section 6, we conclude with remarks on further complexity results for the cases with task preallocation, trees on two processors and blocking communication mechanism.
Problem Description
The multiprocessor system under consideration contains m parallel processors connected to communication network. All communications between processors take place on the network. The capacity, or bandwidth, of the network is denoted by B 1. At any time, at most B processors can send a message over the network. A particular example of the network is the single-bus system, where the capacity B = 1.
Two communication mechanisms will be considered. The rst one is one-to-one communication, where only one of the processors can be the receiver of a message. The second one is broadcasting communication, where several processors can be receivers of a message, provided they are the destinations.
When a processor is sending or receiving a message, it can stop processing a task until the communication is nished. This communication mechanism is called communication with blocking. In what follows we shall consider nonblocking commu-INRIA nications. For the case of blocking communications, the interested reader is referred to 7] , where less strong results were obtained.
A parallel program is represented by a directed acyclic graph G = (V; E), referred to as task graph, where vertices in V represent tasks of the parallel program, arcs of E represent data dependence or communication relations between tasks. If (i; j) 2 E, then task j has to wait for results of task i before starting its own execution.
Task running times on processors are assumed to be known constants. Throughout this paper we consider tasks with UET.
The time for data transfer between tasks allocated to the same processor is assumed to be negligible. However, data transfer between two tasks allocated to di erent processors are carried out through message passing. The set of data to be transferred from one task to another can be speci ed as weight of an arc in the task graph. In general, as discussed in Veltman et al. 31] , if two immediate successors u; v of task i are assigned to the same processor and if task u starts execution prior to task v, then only those data that are useful to v but not to u need to be transferred from task i to task v. In order to simplify discussions, we shall consider two (extreme) cases of the communication semantics: independent data and common data. In the case of independent-data communication semantics, the sets of data to be transferred from a task to its immediate successors are assumed to be di erent. In the case of common-data communication semantics, however, the sets of data to be transferred from a task to its immediate successors are assumed to be the same. Only in this case one can use broadcasting communication mechanisms.
In both cases, we can simply specify the communications between tasks by the amount of data to be transferred, or even simpler, the communication time for the data transfer if the communication takes place in the network. In this paper, we assume that these communication times are speci ed (e.g. as the weights of arcs in the task graph). We will consider the simplest case, i.e. UCT, where all communications in the network take unit time.
Note that in the literature, most of the results (see e.g. 4]) on scheduling of parallel programs with communication are on the independent-data communication semantics.
A schedule of the parallel program in the multiprocessor system de nes for each task the processor the task is assigned to, and the time epoch when the task starts execution. The schedule de nes also for each communication the time instant when the message is sent over the network. The schedule is feasible if at any time only one task is running on a processor and at most B communications occur in the network, and if a task starts its execution on a processor only after all data needed from its predecessors are ready on the processor. No task duplication is allowed, i.e., a task can be run only on one processor.
Given a schedule , let C i ( ) denote the completion time of the task i in the schedule . The goal of our study is to minimize the schedule length or the makespan, i.e. the maximum of task completion times: C max ( ) = max i2V C i ( ).
This scheduling problem can be de ned in a formal way as follows. Let there be m identical processors. Let G = (V; E) be the task graph with p i , i 2 V , being the processing time of task i, and c(i; j), (i; j) 2 E, being the communication time if tasks i and j are assigned to di erent processors. Each task i 2 V can be run on one of the processors of the subset A i f1; 2; ; mg. A schedule is a pair of functions ( ; ), where (i) speci es the processor to which task i 2 V is assigned, (i) is the starting time of task i 2 V , and (i; j) is the starting time of communication (i; j) 2 E in the network, provided (i) 6 = (j).
The assignment is constrained by (i) 2 A i , i 2 V . In this paper we shall consider the case A i = f1; 2; : : : ; mg for all i 2 V , which we referred to as tasks without preallocation. The case of tasks with preallocation, which corresponds to the case where A i is singleton for all i 2 V , will be discussed brie y in Section 6.
The time schedule should satisfy the precedence constraints:
INRIA and (j) ( (i) + p i ) 1 (i)= (j) + ( (i; j) + c(i; j)) 1 (i)6 = (j) ; (i; j) 2 E; (2) where 1 is the indicator function. Moreover, at any time, at most one task is running on a processor: 8i; j 2 V : if (i) = (j) then (j) (i) + p i or (i) (j) + p j ; (3) and at most B communications are taking place in the network: 8t > 0, X (i 1 ;i 2 )2E; (i 1 )6 = (i 2 ) 1 t2 (i 1 ;i 2 ); (i 1 ;i 2 )+c(i 1 ;i 2 ) ) B: (4) When common-data semantics is under consideration, we have the constraints that c(i; j) = c(i) for all (i; j) 2 E and that (i; j) = (i; j 0 )1 (i)6 = (j); (j)= (j 0 ) (i; j); (i; j 0 ) 2 E: (5) If, moreover, the broadcasting communication mechanism is implemented, (i; j) = (i; j 0 )1 (i)6 = (j); (i)6 = (j 0 ) (i; j); (i; j 0 ) 2 E: (6) In this paper we consider the special case: UET-UCT, i.e. p i = 1 for i 2 V and c(i; j) = 1 for (i; j) 2 E. We obtain negative results of the scheduling problem, i.e., we prove the strong NP-hardness of the makespan minimization problems. In order to do this, we consider the associated decision problem:
Given a task graph G = (V; E) with UET-UCT and independent-data (resp. common-data) communication semantics, m processors with a communication network of capacity B, and a time limit T, is there a feasible schedule ( ; ) satisfying constraints (1) (4) (resp. (1) (5)) such that C max ( ) T?
When broadcasting communication is allowed, constraint (5) is replaced by (6) in the above de nition.
According to the three-eld notation scheme introduced by Graham, Lawler, Lenstra and Rinnooy Kan 11] and the extension by Veltman, Lageweg and Lenstra 31] for scheduling problems with communication delays, our problem can be denoted as P; B j prec; c = 1 (i:d:); p j = 1 j C max , where c = 1 (i:d:) denotes that any communication delay is unit with independent-data semantics. When there is unbounded number of processors, say m jV j, the problem is denoted as P; B j prec; c = 1 (i:d:); p j = 1 j C max . When there is xed number m of processors, the problem is denoted as Pm; B j prec; c = 1 (i:d:); p j = 1 j C max .
When the communication network has xed capacity b, the problem is denoted as P; Bb j prec; c = 1 (i:d:); p j = 1 j C max .
If common-data semantics is under consideration, the problems will be denoted as P; B j prec; c = 1 (c:d:); p j = 1 j C max for arbitrary number of processors, P; B j prec; c = 1 (c:d:); p j = 1 j C max for unbounded number of processors, Pm; B j prec; c = 1 (c:d:); p j = 1 j C max for xed number of processors. and P; Bb j prec; c = 1 (c:d:); p j = 1 j C max for xed communication capacity.
We will show that these decision problems are strongly NP-complete so that the corresponding optimization problems are strongly NP-hard. Since the source problems of the polynomial transform in our proofs are concerned with non-number problems, the strong NP-completeness follows from the NP-completeness. Thus in the sequel we shall not stress this and omit the term strongly in the statements. nary trees (or, more precisely, binary forests) with unbounded number of processors, and for general task graphs with two processors.
We polynomially transform the well-known 3SAT problem to P; B1 j binary tree, c = 1 (i:d:); p j = 1 j C max . We recall the de nition of 3SAT.
3SAT problem: Given a set of variables U, a collection of clauses C over U such that each clause has three literals, is there a satisfying truth assignment for C? Lemma 3.1 3SAT problem polynomially transforms to P; B1 j binary tree; c = 1 (i:d:); p j = 1 j C max .
Proof. Given an instance of the above 3SAT problem, we construct the following instance of the scheduling problem, such that there exists a feasible schedule if and only if the 3SAT problem has a solution. The construction is inspired by that of the proof of Theorem 1 of Lenstra et al. 19] who obtained the strong NP-hardness of P j tree; c = 1; p j = 1 j C max .
Let n = jUj be the number of variables and m = jCj the number of clauses in the 3SAT problem. The time limit for the scheduling function is T = 3m + n + 6. The task graph G = (V; E) is constructed as follows:
For each variable u i , 1 i n, we introduce a task x u i , a V-chainû i of i + 1 tasks and two L-chains of n ? i + 3m + 4 tasks each; one of these two chains corresponds to the literal u i and the other to the literal u i . The x-task is preceded by the rst task of the V-chain. Each L-chain is preceded by the V-chain, i.e., there is an arc from the last task of the V-chainû i to the rst task of L-chain u i (resp. u i ).
For each clause c j , 1 j m, we introduce three C-chains of 3j + 1 tasks each. There is an one-to-one correspondence between those chains and the literals that constitute c j . If variable u i occurs in clause c j , the corresponding C-chain is denoted by c j;u i . The rst task of the C-chain is preceded by the (n ? i + 3(m ? j) + 1)-st task of L-chain u i (resp. u i ) provided that literal u i (resp. u i ) occurs in clause c j .
Finally, we introduce a T-chain of T tasks. Attached to this chain, there are four chains of 3m + n + 4, 3, 2 and 1 task, respectively, which are successors of the 1-st, (T ? 4)-th, (T ? 3)-rd and (T ? 2)-nd task of the T-chain.
We thus obtain a binary forest with n+1 binary trees. The trees other than that connected with the T-chain are referred to as V-trees.
In any feasible schedule, it is clear the T-chain is to be processed on one processor and the communications from it to the other four chains are critical, and must take place on the bus in time slots 2, T ? 3, T ? 2 and T ? 1. Figure 1 illustrates the task graph that we construct for an instance of 3SAT problem. The clauses are: C 1 = u + v + w and C 2 = u + v + w. The time limit is 15.
Given a satisfying truth assignment for 3SAT, we can construct a feasible schedule of length T as follows. Each V-chain is executed without interruption on the same processor. Di erent V-chains are executed on di erent processors. If variable u i is true (resp. false), the L-chain u i (resp. L-chain u i ) is executed immediately after the V-chain on the same processor without interruption. The L-chain u i (resp. Lchain u i ) is executed on another processor after one communication. The x-tasks are executed in the last time slot on the same processors as their predecessors.
Each C-chain is executed on a distinct processor, i.e. the arc connecting a C-chain to an L-chain corresponds to an interprocessor communication. There is a group of three communications for each clause. Each such group uses the bus for three units of time. The rst communication of such a group is feasible since at least one literal is true in each clause so that the corresponding L-chain is executed immediately after the V-chain on the same processor. The other two communications are feasible as well since they are on paths of length T ? 3. We now show that for any feasible schedule there is a solution to the corresponding instance of 3SAT.
Consider a V-tree corresponding to some variable u. There are two paths of T ? 1 tasks from the root of the tree ending with L-chains. These paths will be denoted as T 1 -paths. Suppose that the number of C-chains in the tree is k. Then there are k paths of length T ? 3 in the tree. Such paths are denoted as T 3 -paths.
The following claims present some useful properties of T 1 -paths and T 3 -paths of a V-tree. For simplicity, in what follows, interprocessor communication is referred to as communication.
Claim 1: There is at least one communication in the two T 1 -paths of the same Vtree. Since the total number of tasks of the two T 1 -paths is greater than T, one cannot execute all those tasks on only one processor.
Claim 2: There is at most one communication in each T 1 -path. Since each T 1 -path has T ? 1 tasks, two or more communications would make the schedule infeasible. Claim 3: There is no communication between tasks of V-chains. Otherwise, all tasks of the two T 1 -paths of the V-tree after the communication have to be executed on only one processor. This is impossible since only one of the T 1 -paths can be executed entirely on a processor.
Claim 4: Neither a T 1 -path together with a T 3 -path, nor two T 3 -paths can be executed on the same processor. This is because such paths have at least T ? 3 tasks and any C-chain has at least 4 tasks. This L-chain u is critical in the sense that all its tasks have to be executed on the same processor continuously. Thus all C-chains connected to L-chain u correspond to communications as they have to be executed on other processors. The other L-chain, INRIA i.e. L-chain u, starts execution immediately after the V-chain on the same processor. Let y be the task that initiates the communication on the L-chain u. Then, all Cchains connected to L-chain u through the predecessors of y or y itself correspond to communications as they have to be executed on other processors, cf. Claim 4 (except at most one, if any). Moreover, all C-chains connected to L-chain u through the successors of y have to be executed on other processors (as the L-chain becomes critical). Thus, at least k ? 1 C-chains have to be executed on di erent processors than their predecessors. We conclude that there are at least k + 1 communications for each tree, i.e. k ? 1 for C-chains and two communications for the T 1 -paths.
Assume now that one of the T 1 -paths contains no communication. On the processor executing the T 1 -path without communication, no other T 3 -path (with a C-chain) can be executed (cf. Claim 4). Therefore, by similar arguments as in the previous case, we obtain that there are k + 1 communications for the V-tree, i.e. k for the C-chains and one for one of the T 1 -paths.
Claim 6: In any feasible schedule there are exactly T ?2 communications. It follows from Claim 5 that for the n V-trees there must be at least 3m + n communications.
If we add now the four critical communications of the T-chain, and since there are only T ?2 slots on the bus (any communication must be between two tasks), we can conclude that in any feasible schedule there must be exactly T ? 2 communications on the bus (recall that T = 3m + n + 6). Claim 10: Any schedule having two communications on the T 1 -paths of the same V-tree can be transformed to a schedule with only one communication in the two T 1 -paths without increasing the makespan. Suppose that we have a feasible schedule that makes two communications for some pair of T 1 -paths belonging to the same Vtree. Let t be the time slot where the second communication occurs and y; z be the sender and receiver tasks of the communication. Let P y be the processor executing tasks of the T 1 -path between the root and y, and P z be the processor executing tasks between z and the nal task of the same path. According to Claims 7 and 9, task x connected to the root and a C-chain are executed on P y after the execution of y. We construct a new schedule by executing the tasks of the C-chain on P z , and executing on P y the last T ? t tasks of the T 1 -path (previously on P z ) and task x in the last slot. The communication between the T 1 -path and the C-chain occur in the same time slot t. This schedule is feasible since the C-chain has at most T ? t tasks.
Iterating this transformation will yield the desired schedule.
We are now in a position to show how to nd a solution to the 3SAT instance from a feasible schedule. Without loss of generality we consider only schedules that always put tasks on a new (previously unused) processor after each communication. Moreover, we consider feasible schedules satisfying the property of Claim 10. Observe that in such a schedule, each arc connecting a C-chain to an L-chain represents a communication.
In our construction of the task graph, each clause is associated with three equal length C-chains and, in any feasible schedule, associated with a group of three communications. All these three communications are on T 3 -paths so that they should take place in three consecutive time slots. Consider the path (among the three T 3 -paths) which uses the rst slot (among the three consecutive time slots) for a communication. Since this communication occurs in the rst time slot, it is the only communication on that T 3 -path, so that there is no communication on the T 1 -path to INRIA which the C-chain is connected. Therefore, from any feasible schedule, for any V-tree associated with variable u, if L-chain u (resp. u) is assigned to the same processor as V-chainû, then the truth assignment to variable u is true (resp. false ). Such an assignment yields a solution to the corresponding 3SAT problem.
To conclude, a feasible schedule exists if and only if there is a satisfying truth assignment for 3SAT.
As a consequence of Lemma 3.1, we have: Theorem 3.1 Problem P; B1 j binary tree; c = 1 (i:d:); p j = 1 j C max is NPcomplete.
Similar to the NP-completeness of P j tree; c = 1; p j = 1 j C max by Lenstra et al. 19] , we obtain, as a consequence of the above theorem, Corollary 3.1 Problem P; B1 j binary tree; c = 1 (i:d:); p j = 1 j C max is NPcomplete.
It is interesting to note that when there is no bus constraint, the UET-UCT scheduling problem on in nite number of processors is NP-hard for general task graphs (cf. 14, 25]). However, when the task graph is a tree, a series-parallel graph or a bipartite graph, the problem becomes polynomial (cf. 3, 24] ). The result of Theorem 3.1 indicates that the bus constraint makes the scheduling problem more di cult.
We now consider problem P2; B1 j prec; c = 1 (i:d:); p j = 1 j C max . We show that the makespan minimization of a task graph with UET-UCT and independentdata communication semantics is NP-hard in the strong sense even if there are only two processors. To this end, we polynomially transform the well-known ONE-IN-THREE 3SAT problem (which is NP-complete 10]) to P2; B1 j prec; c = 1 (i:d:); p j = 1 j C max . Recall the de nition of ONE-IN-THREE 3SAT problem.
ONE-IN-THREE 3SAT problem: Given a set of variables U, a collection of clauses C over U such that each clause has three literals, is there a truth assignment for U such that each clause in C has exactly one true literal? Lemma 3.2 ONE-IN-THREE 3SAT problem polynomially transforms to P2; B1 j prec; c = 1 (i:d:); p j = 1 j C max .
Before presenting this transformation, we prove two technical lemmas. Proof. Consider the case where t 1 is executed by P2 (the other case is symmetric).
In any feasible schedule of length 8, processor P2 should never idle and P1 idles only in time slots 7 and 8, as t 1 has 13 predecessors.
If we now look from the end of the schedule and we schedule backwards, clearly in time slot 7 either task h or task s 1 should be executed on P2. Thus, on P1 in slot 6, either task s 1 or h should be processed. Suppose h (s 1 ) on P1 in time slot 6, no predecessors of h (s 1 ) can be executed on P2 in time slots 5; 6, tasks p 1 ; q 1 (f; g) become the only choice, see Figure 2 -(a),(b).
In the rst time slot only tasks a and s 0 are available for execution, they have to be executed on two di erent processors in slot 1 in order to avoid idling. Moreover, t 0 should be executed on the same processor as s 0 , in order to avoid idle in slot 2
on this processor. We analyze four possible cases, of which only one case results in feasible schedules.
Case 1: tasks s 0 ; t 0 ; h are on P1 and a; s 1 on P2 (Figure 2-(a) ). Tasks b; c; d; e; f; g are to be lled in the remaining time slots, i.e. slots 2; 3; 4 on P2 and slots 3; 4; 5 on P1. It is easy to see that exactly one task among b; d; f is on P1 (in slot 3), while the other two are to be processed on P2, otherwise either P1 or P2 will idle in some time slot. Hence, tasks c; e; g are to be executed in slots 4; 5 on P1 and in slot 4 on P2 (since the task executed in slot 4 on P2 must be an immediate predecessor of h).
Since there are three disjoint paths from a to h, and tasks a and h are executed on di erent processors, there are at least three communications in time slots 2; 3; 4; 5. Similarly, since there are three disjoint paths between tasks t 0 and s 1 , and that these three paths do not have common arcs with the previous three paths, there are at least three more communications to carry out on the bus during time slots 3; 4; 5; 6. Therefore, Case 1 is infeasible due to bus constraint.
Case 2: tasks s 0 ; t 0 ; h are on P2 and a; s 1 on P1 (Figure 2-(b) ).
This case is also infeasible as will be shown below in the analysis of three subcases. Case 2.a : tasks p 1 ; q 1 are on P2 in slots 3; 4 ( Figure 2-(c) ). Tasks b; c; d; e are to be lled in the remaining time slots, i.e. slots 2; 3; 4; 5 on P1. Given that c; e are successors of t 0 , they are to be processed in slots 4; 5.
Case 2.a is thus infeasible since there are three communications to be dealt with by the bus in slots 5; 6, i.e. q 1 ! s 1 , c ! h and e ! h. Case 2.b : task p 1 is on P2 in slot 3 and q 1 on P1 in slot 5 ( Figure 2-(d) ).
Since on P2 in slot 4 there can be neither b nor d, there should be either c or e, otherwise an idle occurs on P1 or P2. Suppose this task is c (the other case is symmetric). Then, on P1 we have tasks b; d; e in slots 2; 3; 4. Thus, this subcase is again infeasible since communications t 0 ! e and b ! c occur concurrently in slot 3.
Case 2.c : tasks p 1 ; q 1 are on P1 in slots 4; 5 ( Figure 2-(e) ).
It is easy to see that an immediate successor of a, i.e. one task among b; d, is to be processed on P2 in slot 3. Let this task be b. Thus, tasks d; e are processed on P1 in slots 2; 3. This yields an infeasible schedule since both tasks c; e are successors of t 0 .
Case 3: tasks s 0 ; t 0 ; s 1 are on P1 and a; h on P2 (Figure 2-(f) ).
Tasks p 1 and q 1 are to be executed on P1 (since they are inbetween t 0 and s 1 ). Only one task among tasks b; c; d; e; f; g is executed on P1 in one time slot among slots 3; 4; 5. Focus now on the subgraph de ned by tasks t 0 ; p 1 ; q 1 ; c; e; s 1 . Clearly either c or e is to be executed on P2 in slot 4, so that e or c is on P1. Suppose task c is on P1 and e on P2 (the other case is symmetrical). Then, Case 3 is infeasible due to bus capacity constraint: the communications t 0 ! e; e ! s 1 ; t 0 ! g; b ! c; c ! h are to be done in time slots 3; 4; 5; 6.
Case 4: tasks s 0 ; t 0 ; s 1 are on P2 and a; h on P1 (Figure 2-(g) ).
Tasks b; c; d; e; f; g are to be lled in the remaining time slots, i.e. slots 3; 4 on P2 and slots 2; 3; 4; 5 on P1. Using similar arguments as in the Case 1, we can see that 
The two tasks on P2 must be in precedence relation, otherwise there are too many communications on the bus in slots 3; 4 which would make the schedule infeasible. Moreover, those two tasks cannot be f; g, otherwise e and c have to be executed on processor P1 in slots 4; 5, so that there are 3 communications to be dealt with by the bus among time slots 5; 6, i.e. g ! h; c ! s 1 ; e ! s 1 . In Figure 2 -(h) we give an example of feasible schedule.
We can therefore conclude that a schedule is feasible if and only if either b; c or d; e are on processor P2 in slots 3; 4. Moreover, the bus is occupied in slots 2; 3; : : : ; 7.
Lemma 3.4 Consider task graph C in Figure 3 . In any feasible schedule of length 9 of the graph, tasks a; h; k are executed on the same processor (say P1) in time slots 1; 6; 7. Tasks s 0 and t 1 are executed on the other processor (say P2) in the slots 1 and 9. Either tasks b; c or d; e or f; g are executed on P2 in the slots 3; 4. Moreover, the bus is occupied in slots 2; 3; : : : ; 8. Figure 3 : Task graph C and partial schedules for it. Proof. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 3.3. We assume again that t 1 is executed by P2. Given the number of predecessors of s 1 (resp. t 1 ), in any feasible schedule of length 9, task s 1 (resp. t 1 ) is to be executed on P2 in slot 8 (resp. 9).
Processor P1 is always busy except the last two time slots. P2 never idles. If we look backwards from the end of the schedule, only an immediate predecessor of t 1 , that is task k, can be executed in time slot 7 on P1. As processor P2 never idles, it has to execute tasks q 1 ; r 1 in slots 6; 7. Similarly, task h must be processed on P1 in time slot 6 and task p 1 on P2 in time slot 5, see Figure 3 -(a).
Since only tasks a and s 0 have no predecessor, two cases are to be analyzed:
Case 1: tasks s 0 ; t 0 are on P1 and a on P2 (Figure 3-(b) ).
Given that tasks a and h are executed on di erent processors and there are three disjoint paths from a to h, there are at least three communications during time slots 2; 3; 4; 5. There are four disjoint paths from task t 0 to s 1 (and these paths have no common arcs with the previous three). Thus, there are four more communications to be dealt with on the bus during time slots 3; 4; 5; 6; 7. Consequently, Case 1 is infeasible since there cannot be 7 communications during time slots 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7.
Case 2: tasks s 0 ; t 0 are on P2 and a on P1 (Figure 3-(c) ).
Clearly, tasks b; c; d; e; f; g are to be executed on P1 in time slots 2; 3; 4; 5 and on P2 in time slots 3; 4. Task in slot 3 on P2 is among b; d; f (immediate successor of a) and the one in slot 4 is among c; e; g (immediate predecessor of h). Moreover, the two tasks on P2 must be in precedence relation, otherwise there are too many communications to occur on the bus in slots 3; 4 which will make the schedule infeasible. In Figure 3 -(d) we give an example of feasible schedule. 
INRIA
Observe that task t n+m is the common successor of all the other tasks, so that the soonest we can execute t n+m is time slot T. Moreover, the processor executing this task never idles and the other idles only during the last two time slots.
In what follows, we rst show that for any solution of the problem ONE-IN-THREE 3SAT there is a feasible solution for the scheduling problem. Using Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4 we construct a feasible schedule for the graph G by simply concatenating n schedules of V graphs (c.f. Figure 4-(b) ) with m schedules of C graphs (c.f. Figure 4 -(c)) in such a way that tasks b i ; c i (resp. d i ; e i ) are executed on processor P2 if u i is true (resp. false), 1 i n, and tasks b n+j ; c n+j (resp. d n+j ; e n+j or f n+j ; g n+j ) are executed on P2 if the rst (resp. second or third) literal is the true one in clause C j , 1 j m. Since there is exactly one true literal in each clause, there are no communications associated with arcs connecting V graphs to C graphs (i.e. the extreme vertices of these arcs are assigned to the same processors). Thus the simple concatenation of individual schedules of V graphs to C graphs yields a feasible schedule of the task graph.
We now show that for any feasible schedule there is a satisfying truth assignment for the corresponding ONE-IN-THREE 3SAT instance.
In any feasible schedule, task t n+m is executed at time T. Given the number of predecessors of t n+m?1 , we cannot execute this task before time slot T ?7. Consider the subgraph consisting of tasks inbetween t n+m?1 and t n+m (i.e. t n+m?1 and t n+m and those which are both successors of t n+m?1 and predecessors of t n+m ). Suppose that tasks t n+m?1 and t n+m are executed in time slots and , respectively. Then, due to communication delay, at most one task can be processed in time slot + 1 and at most one in slot ?1. Thus, at most 2( ? ?3)+2 tasks can be processed inbetween and . Since the number of tasks which are both successors of t n+m?1 and predecessors of t n+m is 9, ? should be at least 7. Thus, in any feasible schedule task t n+m?1 is executed exactly 7 time slots before task t n+m .
Iterating backwards in the same manner, we conclude that tasks t n+i should be executed in slot 6n + 7i + 2 in any feasible schedule, 0 i m.
Similarly, we can show that tasks t n?1 is executed exactly 6 time slots before task t n . Iterating backwards in the same way, we obtain that tasks t i should be executed at slot 6i + 2 in any feasible schedule, 0 i n ? 1. It is easy to see now, using Lemma 3.3, that the predecessors of t 1 And, for any xed number of processors, it is su cient to add some critical chains in the task graph to obtain Corollary 3.2 Problem Pm; B1 j prec; c = 1 (i:d:); p j = 1 j C max is NP-complete.
It is worthwhile noticing that scheduling of general task graphs with xed number of processors is a notoriously di cult problem. In the case of no interprocessor communications, the two-processor case is polynomial owing to Co man and Graham 5] . When there are three or more processors, the problem is still open, regardless important research e ort (see e.g. 2]). In the case of UET-UCT, the complexity is unknown even for two processors. The result of Theorem 3.2 indicates again that the bus constraint makes the scheduling problem more di cult.
Scheduling with Common-Data Communication Semantics
In this section we consider scheduling problems with common-data communication semantics. Again, we shall analyze the single-bus system (B = 1). The more general case will be considered in Section 5. The results are similar to those of Section 3.
We rst consider the case of non-broadcasting communication.
Note that when there are unlimited number of processors, the makespan minimization problem was shown to be NP-hard for binary trees and independent-data communication semantics. This result remains valid in the case of common-data semantics, as no two communications are required between a task and two immediate successors of the task. Thus, we have When we have two processors and a general task graph, the makespan minimization problem was shown to be NP-hard for independent-data communication semantics. This result still holds for common-data semantics. However, the proof has to be modi ed.
Lemma 4.1 Consider task graph V in Figure 5 with common-data communication Proof. Consider the case where t 1 is executed by P2 (the other case is symmetric).
In any feasible schedule of length 8, processor P2 never idles and P1 idles only in time slots 7 and 8, since t 1 has 13 predecessors.
If we look from the end of the schedule and we schedule backwards, clearly in time slot 7 task s 1 should be executed on P2 (it has 10 predecessors). Thus, task h is to be processed on P1 in slot 6. No predecessors of h can be executed on P2 in time slots 5; 6, tasks p 1 ; q 1 become the only choice.
In the rst time slot only tasks a and s 0 are available for execution, they have to be executed on two di erent processors in slot 1 in order to avoid idling. Moreover, t 0 should be executed on the same processor as s 0 , otherwise this processor would be idle in time slot 2. Therefore, two cases are to be analyzed: Case 1: tasks s 0 ; t 0 ; h are on P1 and a; s 1 on P2 ( Figure 5-(a) ).
INRIA Tasks b; c; d; e; f; g are to be lled in the remaining time slots, i.e. slots 2; 3; 4 on P2 and slots 3; 4; 5 on P1. It is easy to see that exactly one task among b; d; f is on P1 (in slot 3), while the other two are to be processed on P2, otherwise either P1 or P2 will idle in some time slot. Hence, tasks c; e; g are to be executed in slots 4; 5 on P1 and in slot 4 on P2 (since the task executed in slot 4 on P2 must be an immediate predecessor of h).
Focus now on tasks f; g. Those two tasks are either together on some processor, or separate, i.e. f on P2 and g on P1.
Case 1.a : tasks f; g are on P2 ( Figure 5-(b) ).
Clearly tasks c; e are on P1 in slots 4; 5. In this case, there are three communications to be dealt with by bus in slots 5; 6, i.e. c ! s 1 , e ! s 1 and g ! h.
Thus, there is no feasible schedule. Case 1.c : tasks f is on P2 and g is on P1 (Figure 5-(d) ).
Suppose the task on P1 in slot 3 is d. It is easy to see that e is to be processed on P1 also. Thus, b; c and d; e are never on the same processor in this subcase.
In Figure 5 -(d) we provide an example of feasible schedule for the Case 1.c.
Case 2: tasks s 0 ; t 0 ; s 1 are on P2 and a; h on P1 ( Figure 5-(e) ).
This case is similar to Case 4 of the proof of Lemma 3.3. However, since in the case of independent-data semantics there are two communication from t 0 to the two tasks among c; e; g on P1, here, one of those communications does not occur anymore, and is replaced by the communication f ! s 1 . The schedule in Figure 5 -(f) is an example of feasible schedule.
We can therefore conclude that a schedule is feasible if and only if tasks b and c are executed together on one processor, and tasks d and e are on the other. Moreover, the bus is occupied in slots 2; 3; : : : ; 7.
Lemma 4.2 Consider task graph C in Figure 6 with common-data communication semantics. In any feasible schedule of length 8 of the graph, two tasks among b; d; f are executed on the same processor in time slots 2; 3 and the third one is on the other processor in slot 3. Moreover, the bus is occupied in slots 2; 3; : : : ; 7 Figure 6 : Task graph C and partial schedules for it. Proof. We assume that t 1 is executed on P2 (the other case is symmetric). Since t 1 has 13 predecessors, any feasible schedule of length 8 has both processors always busy except for P1 which idles only in the last two time slots. It is easy to see that in time slot 7 either task h or task s 1 should be executed on P2. Thus on P1 in slot 6 either task s 1 or h should be processed.
There are only two initial tasks in the graph, thus in the rst slot both tasks a and s 0 are processed. It is clear that only t 0 can be executed in the second slot by the processor that executes s 0 . Hence, four cases are to be analyzed: Figure   6-(a) ).
We consider three subcases to show that this con guration results in no feasible solution. Case 1.a : tasks p 1 ; q 1 are on P2 in slots 3; 4 ( Figure 6-(b) ).
Since on P2 in slots 5; 6 there cannot be any of tasks b; d; f, there should be two tasks among c; e; g on this processor (the third one has to be on P1). There are two communications from two tasks on P1 among b; d; f to their two successors on P2 in slots 5; 6. Moreover, there is also a communication from t 0 to the third task (the one on P1) among c; e; g. In slot 5 there is a communication from q 1 to s 1 . Therefore, Case 1.a is infeasible since there cannot be 4 communications in time slots 3; 4; 5. Case 2: s 0 ; t 0 ; s 1 are on P1 and a; h on P2 (Figure 6-(e) ).
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Tasks p 1 and q 1 are to be executed on P1, otherwise the communication delay is at least 2 slots in the path t 0 ! p 1 ! q 1 ! s 1 . Only one task among tasks b; c; d; e; f; g is executed on P1 in one of the slots 3; 4; 5. Hence, there are at least one successor of t 0 and two predecessors of s 1 which are on P2, so that there are at least three communications (one from t 0 and two to s 1 ) to deal with on the bus in slots 3; 4; 5. Suppose now task b (resp. c) is on P1 (the other cases are symmetric).
Then the communication b ! c should also take place in slots 3; 4; 5 due to the fact that c should be executed in slot 6 or earlier (resp. b should be executed in slot 2 or later) on P2. Case 2 is therefore infeasible due to bus capacity constraint.
Case 3: tasks s 0 ; t 0 ; h are on P1 and a; s 1 on P2 (Figure 6-(f) ).
It is easy to see that only a task among b; d; f can be executed on P1 in slot 3, and only a task among c; e; g can be executed on P2 in slot 4. Thus, one can immediately conclude that tasks b; d; f are to be executed on P1 in slot 3 and on P2 in slots 2; 3.
An example of feasible schedule for this case is illustrated in Figure 6 -(f).
Case 4: tasks s 0 ; t 0 ; s 1 are on P2 and a; h on P1 ( Figure 6 -(g)).
As in Case 3, tasks b; d; f should be executed in the slots 2; 3, i.e. on P1 in slots 2; 3 and on P2 in slot 3. The schedule is feasible in Case 4 if and only if the two tasks on P2 among b; c; d; e; f; g are in precedence relation, i.e. they should be b; c or d; e or f; g. An example of such a schedule is provided in Figure 6 -(h).
Thus, a schedule of length 8 is feasible if and only if two tasks among b; d; f are on the same processor (slots 2; 3) and the third one on the other processor (slot 3). Moreover, the bus is occupied in slots 2; 3; : : : ; 7. We are now in a position to present a polynomial transformation from the well-known NOT-ALL-EQUAL 3SAT problem (which is NP-complete cf. 10]) to P; B1 j binary tree; c = 1 (c:d:); p j = 1 j C max . We recall the de nition of NOT-ALL-EQUAL 3SAT problem.
INRIA NOT-ALL-EQUAL 3SAT problem: Given a set of variables U, a collection of clauses C over U such that each clause has three literals, is there a truth assignment for U such that each clause in C has at least one true literal and at least one false literal? Lemma 4.3 The NOT-ALL-EQUAL 3SAT problem polynomially transforms to P2, B1 j prec; c = 1 (c:d:); p j = 1 j C max .
Proof. The proof similar to that of Lemma 3.2. We provide here a sketch of the proof. The interested reader can complete it by mimicking the arguments of the proof of Lemma 3.2.
Let U = fu 1 ; ; u n g be the set of variables and C = fC 1 ; ; C m g the set of clauses in the instance of ONE-IN-THREE 3SAT problem.
The task graph G = (V; E) constructed from a given instance of NOT-ALL-EQUAL 3SAT problem is obtained by concatenating n V-graphs (see Figure 7 -(b)) with m C-graphs (see Figure 7 -(c)). The global form of the graph is illustrated in Figure 7 -(a). The formal de nition of the task graph is given as follows. Graph G = (V; E) has 12(n + m) + Consider now clause C j , n j n + m. If there are two true literals in C j , then we execute tasks b n+j and d n+j (resp. b n+j and f n+j or d n+j and f n+j ) on P2 provided that the rst two literals (resp. the rst and the third, or, the second and the third) in C j are true. If, however, there is only one true literal in C j , we execute task b n+j (resp. d n+j or f n+j ) on P2 provided that the rst (resp. the second or the third) literal is the true one.
With such a task assignment, one can easily see that the extreme tasks of arcs connecting V-graphs to C-graphs are assigned to the same processors. Thus, there is no communication associated with such arcs so that the simple concatenation of individual schedules of V-graphs and C-graphs results in a feasible schedule.
We now prove that for any feasible schedule there is a satisfying truth assignment for the corresponding instance of NOT-ALL-EQUAL 3SAT problem.
Analogously to the proof of Lemma 3.2, we can show that tasks t i has to be executed at time 6i + 2, 0 i m + n, and that partial schedules for the Vsubgraphs and C-subgraphs have the properties stated in Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2.
For all 1 i n, variable u i is assigned a true value if task b i is on P2 and false otherwise. Due to the fact that in the feasible schedule there is no communication associated with arcs connecting V-graphs to C-graphs, such a truth assignment guarantees that in each clause C j , 1 j m, there is at least one true (resp. false ) literal (corresponding to one of the tasks b i and d i , 1 i n, which is assigned to P2 (resp. P1) and which has an arc to the j-th C-graph).
Hence we obtain a truth assignment for the corresponding instance of NOT-ALL-EQUAL 3SAT problem.
Note that changing all truth values for all variables to the opposite value yields another solution to the 3SAT problem.
As a consequence, we obtain Theorem 4.2 Problem P2; B1 j prec; c = 1 (c:d:); p j = 1 j C max is NP-complete. 
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When broadcasting communication is under consideration, all the results of this section still hold. Indeed, in the case of unlimited processors, the task graph is a binary tree and there is at most one communication from a task to its immediate successors. In the case of 2 processors, broadcasting or nonbroadcasting makes no di erence.
Extensions to the General Communication Capacity Constraint
In this section we consider the general case of xed communication capacity constraint b 1, i.e. the number of messages that can be handled in each timeslot is at most b.
We prove that for unlimited number of processors the results showed in the pre- Proof. The construction is similar to that of the two-processor case (see previous sections), to which we add m ? 2 critical chains of length T (cf. Figure 8-(c) ). It is clear that all these T ? 2 communications are critical. 
Concluding Remarks
In this paper, we have analyzed scheduling problems in a multiprocessor system with bounded communication capacity. The goal of these scheduling problems is to minimize the makespan when parallel programs are represented by a UET-UCT task graph. We have shown that these problems are strongly NP-hard for binary trees with unbounded number of processors and for general graphs with two processors. Thus, the general scheduling problem of parallel programs with communication resource constraints is strongly NP-hard.
We have considered several variants of the problem: communications with independent-data semantics and with common-data semantics. Our results have been extended to the case of broadcasting communications. Thus, the NP-hardness of analyzed problems extends trivially to scheduling problems with general communication semantics and communication mechanisms. It is also easy to see that our results apply also to multiprocessor systems with shared memory.
In some scheduling problems (cf. 9, 27, 30, 31]), tasks are assumed to be preallocated to speci c processors. Using the arguments of Goyal 9] and Veltman et al. 15, 30] who established the NP-hardness of scheduling problem of chains on two processors with task preallocation and no communication delay, we can show that scheduling UET-UCT chains on two processors with bus constraint is strongly NP-hard. The interested reader is referred to Finta and Liu 7] .
In some parallel systems, communications are blocking in the sense that the processor sending and/or receiving a message cannot execute tasks until the communication is completed. The complexity issues of the scheduling problem with bus constraint and blocking communications are discussed in 7].
In general, adding constraints in scheduling problems can make problems easier or more di cult. The results of this paper clearly suggest that the constraint on communication capacity makes the UET-UCT scheduling problem more di cult.
This di culty is also encountered in the search of polynomial solutions for speci c cases. When there are two processors and the task graph is a tree, the polynomial algorithm proposed by Guinand and Trystram 12] for trees with UET-UCT still works, as the algorithm yields a schedule in which all communications are from processor 2 to processor 1, and each task communicates with at most one of its successors. Thus, the constraint on communication capacity has no e ect on the schedule. For other more complex graphs, such as series-parallel graphs, existing polynomial algorithms (see Finta et al. 8] ) do not extend easily to the case with bus constrain (counterexample can be constructed with a simple graph with 1 source task, 8 parallel tasks and 1 nal task). We did not succeed in nding optimal polynomial algorithms for special classes of task graphs other than trees.
Finally, we remark that according to the impossibility theorem of Lenstra and Shmoys 18] , if the problem of deciding whether there is a feasible schedule with length at most c is NP-complete, then there is no polynomial time algorithm with performance guarantee ratio (c + 1)=c, unless P = NP. In the case of traditional UET-UCT scheduling problems, various results are reported (see e.g. Hoogeveen 14] ) showing that there are no e cient polynomial approximations. This kind of results do not seem to be easy in the case of scheduling with constraint on communication capacity.
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